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Editorial 

Serious 
Acting  

You will probably have 
heard of the McGann 
brothers?  - a family of four boys 
who grew up in Liverpool and 
who have all made names for 
themselves as professional 
actors.  I first became aware of 
them, I think, when I saw The 
Hanging Gale on television in the 
mid-90s, in which all four 
played brothers in an Irish 
family at the time of the great 
potato famine. 
Well, Mark McGann moved to 
Frome three years ago, and having 
spent most of his life performing as 
an actor and musician on stage, TV 
and film – he got Olivier Award 
nominations for his first major 
performance as John Lennon in 
1981, and for his role in Up On The 
Roof in 1987, for which he was also 
Musical Director -  Mark has 
diversified into directing and into 
education. 
He has started up a company called 
Drama Direct and runs training 
courses for people who are serious 
about acting – both on stage and 
film.  My wife, Heather, and I 
booked ourselves onto one of his 

stage courses and spent a really 
exciting and fulfilling Sunday in 
November at the Merlin Theatre.  
Mark had sent us each a piece to 
look at a couple of weeks in 
advance.  Heather had the part of 
Sister Aloysius in the play Doubt, 
where she is giving Father Flynn a 
very hard time, and I had the part of 
Sean in Good Will Hunting where he 
is taking Will to task.   
We had learnt our parts pretty 
thoroughly, and it was a joy to 
rehearse our scenes with actors 
whom we had never met before, 
under the sensitive and supportive 
(but nonetheless demanding) 
direction of Mark. 
We both felt we had learnt such a lot 
about acting as a result, but I also 
really enjoyed watching Mark 
working with the other couples, and 
felt that I had also gained a great 
deal of insight into the process of 
directing. 
For me, the most important lesson of 
the day was not to internalise; to see 
the world through my character’s 
eyes, and to react as him, not me. 
It is obviously a very successful and 
popular formula – several of the 
people on our course had been 
before, but Mark tries to keep 
numbers down to 8-12 people each 
time so as to give everyone plenty of 
attention, so if you are interested 
you will need to book well ahead.  
You may also need to save up a bit – 
it costs £70 per person, but it is 
money very well spent. Look at 
www.dramadirect.net for dates.  

PdeG 



 
 

…Chris de Vere Hunt, 
from Porlock, who is the new 
Area Representative for 
West Somerset:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chris, how did you first get into 
amateur theatre? 

I think it may have been the day Cheryl 
Metcalfe and Cheryl Bishop beat me to 
the two roles I wanted in the Christmas 
play in the 4th year of my junior 
school! I knew it was because they 
would have made a much better job of 
it than I would have done but it still 
fired me up to get into that world 
somehow. My sister and I used to work 
on little sketches and songs at home 
just for our own amusement but  

 
 
 
 

through secondary school I tended to 
be involved as part of a production 
team. I remember standing in the wings 
for all sorts of shows, singing along or 
fixing someone's costume or broken 
prop! I finally trod the boards in the 
Sixth Form - Cheryls Metcalfe and 
Bishop having gone to other schools by 
then! - and played two roles in A Talk In 
The Park and Gosforth's Fete from Alan 
Ayckbourn's Confusions. I borrowed my 
mother's winter coat for sitting on the 
park bench - having come to the play, 
my mother never wore that coat again! I 
wore something Crimplene to be 
Councillor Mrs. Pearce and by the time I 
was meant to be nearly electrocuted by 
the microphone, the Crimplene was 
doing almost as good a job on its own.. 
I think that put me off for a while 
because at college I went back in the 
wings but I did venture out as Elise in 
the French Dept. production of Moliere's 
L'Avare. Even I don't believe I could 
have learned a whole play in French but 
I did, although I have to say the wig and 
decolletage were probably the highlight 
of my acting career to date! 
 
Tell us about Porlock Players... 

Porlock Pantomime and Drama Society 
got going in 2005. There had been a 
tradition of panto in the village for years 
but it had died out, we think during the 
1990s. We have an amazing Visitor 
Centre which is really more of a Village 
Centre and its manager, Denise Sage is 

always on the lookout for projects which 
will enhance village life. She called a 
meeting of all interested people and left 
us to it. Porlock is a very busy village 
with a level of activity which belies its 
population of only 1300. As is usual, the 
people interested in panto or drama are 
already busy with other clubs and 
societies but that gives us a network of 
skilled and willing people who are expert 
in, or can turn their hand to, practically 
anything we need! Having started with 
panto, we are now attempting other 
plays, we write our own material and 
songs and we stage musical evenings as 
fund-raisers. 
 
What made you decide to stand 
as an Area Rep? 

I was asked!!  
We are geographically remote out here 
in West Somerset. There is a strong 
tradition of theatre and we get some 
superb performances out here but we 
are very much 'on the edge' of the SFD 
sphere of influence. I don't know what 
can be done about that yet. I haven't 
stood because I think I have the 
answer!  
 
Do you think the SFD is fulfilling 
its role? How can we encourage 
people to relate more to the 
organisation?  

We are very much new kids on the block 
here. It's easy to criticize and make 
snap judgments. Take a production. Any 
of us putting on a show knows how 
much work has gone into it, how many 
challenges it has thrown up and how far  

some people have come in the run-up to 
a show. But, without knowing any of that, 
a punter could watch the opening night 
and say "They never did such and such" 
or "That could have been better if only..". 
I think as long as any amateur dramatic 
organisation remembers it is about 
people and their willingness to give their 
time and effort, that we can all learn 
something at any age, and that what we 
all need is encouragement and support, 
then it will be heading in the right 
direction. And 'the SFD' is all of us, isn't 
it? I don't believe we should be looking to 
anyone in particular to 'do something'. If 
anyone has a brilliant idea for promoting 
am-dram in Somerset, nothing is stopping 
them from sharing it! Perhaps that is 
something for the Forum page on the 
website? A specific question which invites 
a variety of responses and gets some 
discussion going and maybe forges some 
creative links between societies or 
individuals.  
 
What are you personally involved 
with at the moment? 

At the moment it's panto, panto and a bit 
more panto.. But I want to find some 
time to write more and do more music. I 
have threatened my boss with writing a 
musical about our office. He thinks I'm 
joking... 

CdeVH 

 

Next month I hope to be 
introducing Alex Webb, the  
new Moderator for the Phoebe 
Rees Competition.              Ed 
 

INTRODUCING… 
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Excitement was evident, though moderate, 
among actors and their entourages of 
friends and families convening after lunch 
at East Bridgwater School, on Saturday 6th 
November. Technical set-ups had been 
completed during the morning, and now the 
audience settled into the auditorium to be 
welcomed by Mervyn Brown in his 
humorous, self-deprecating style.  

Emergency-exit drill dispatched, he went 
on to introduce the day's Adjudicator – 
Benjamin Humphrey, a graduate of Bristol 
Old Vic Theatre School and a native of 
Worcester, where he is employed as 
Artistic Director for Youth Performances at 
The Swan Theatre.. 

Four top-performing youth drama groups 
from West, North and more or less 
middling Somerset were listed in the 
programme.  Familiar to those who 
attended last year's event (and every 
preceding one) were the Stoke St. Gregory 
lasses and lads, habitually successful under 
their director, Liz Brown, who is also 
Youth Drama Coordinator for the SFD. 

Even their many thwarted rivals would 
admit that what has enabled St Gregory 
troupes to win so many of these yearly 
battles is the discipline Liz Brown instills 
into her group. Nor have their victories 
been confined only to Somerset; they have 
also won 9 out of the 11 Five Counties 
Festivals, against the winners from 
(former) Avon, Bristol,  

 

 

 

 
 
Gloucestershire and Wilts competitions.  

 
Every adjudicator has praised St Gregory 
Youth and their achievements under Liz 
Brown's tutelage and it is to the credit of 
their main rivals, the fun-loving, stage-
stomping, Minehead Youth Theatre, for 
persistently challenging Stoke St. Gregory, 
every year since the competition began. And 
these two groups were also challenged by 
other keen young performers from across the 
county  

Elaine Ross, inspiring her lively bunch of 
youngsters from Minehead, is as determined 
a director as Liz Brown. The entertainment 
they have given over the years has often 
outshone St Gregory for sheer energy, and 
especially humour, but for their near 
perfection in ensemble work the St Gregory 
team has almost always carried off the 
laurels.  

Bradford (on-Tone) Players thrust their 
Youth Section into only their second 
appearance in this competition, and very 
welcome they were too, having put on a 
good show at their debut last year. If only 
more groups of such young brave hearts 
would try their talent, without fear or favour.  

Sadly, this time, we were missing Ilminster's 
young actors, several of whom had shown 
much promise last year. But Ilminster's place 
was enjoyably filled by a fresh and 
enthusiastic troupe from The Merlin 
Theatre at Frome, who opened the Festival 
with a complex and touching piece by 
Bryony Lavery, called It Snows.  This is a  

 

great play for teenagers – 'a rite of passage' 
story about young love, mistaken 
assumptions, embarrassments, insensitive 
peer groups, parents who 'don't understand,' 
– we know the story, but this was an 
entertaining new take on the perennial 
problems of teenagers emerging into 
adulthood. Michael Barker and Xanthe 
Pomeroy gave outstanding performances 
and were well supported by ten actors, some 
playing two parts. The script was demanding 
and held audience interest, not least because 
all the cast enacted the story with 
commendable enthusiasm.  

Next came Minehead Youth giving us a 
contemporary topic in Chatroom by 
Irishman, Enda Walsh (yes, his name is 
Enda); a play first seen at The National 
Theatre  in 2005.  Six young characters in 
search of solutions to their problems, sit in 
line across the stage, facing the audience; 
daringly static staging that put pressure on 
the actors' verbal agility to compensate for a 
lack of movement. Unperturbed by a lengthy 
delay in re-setting the lamps correctly, the 
actors soon began hurling verbal fireworks 
out into the auditorium, urging their 
opinions at the imagined faces of their co-
stars on the monitor screens they imagined 
were in front of them. 
Interplay between them - three of each 
gender - became very personal, despite 
being remote from each other physically, 
engaging only via their non-existent 
computers and web-cams. The rapid 
dialogue was uninhibited, and performances 
sincere with intensity, as several issues, 
relevant to young people these days, were 
exposed and debated vehemently.  
Perhaps the dialogue continued too long 
without much movement, but the drama 
became abruptly more action-packed near  
 
 

the end, when tension was raised in realistic 
concern over the possible suicide of a 
participant who'd gone missing.  
Recriminations were heartfelt and emotional 
as argument flared, believably, against two of 
the chatroom participants who had exerted 
negative influence upon a vulnerable 
correspondent: a warning of a very real 
internet danger. This was drama excellently 
devised and powerfully therapeutic for its 
target generation. 

Ben Humphrey then gave his general 
comments and advice on the two plays seen. 
He was relaxed, amusing and informative, 
winning approval and respect in equal 
measure from his listeners, to judge from 
comments overheard during the tea interval. 

In the second half, a delightful change of pace 
and mood was produced by Jane Dyer and 
Freda Storey, who had directed the Bradford 
Players Youth Section in this, only the 
troupe's second appearance in the County 
Youth Drama Festival. Anticipating the 
pantomime season, they presented an 
enchanting portion of Arabian Nights, 
adapted by Dominic Cook, telling the tale of 
Ali Baba and The 40 Thieves. The cast of only 
seven actors left little to the imagination and 
the whole effect was lively and highly 
entertaining. With no weak-links among the 
characters this was a most laudable 
achievement, exceeding last year's worthwhile 
debut and promising great possibilities for 
future Festivals.  

Then topping the bill they came. The highest 
achievers (so far) of Somerset's Youth Drama 
Festival, the happy ten from Stoke St 
Gregory, presenting The Fortress by Michael 
Scanlan, another of the group's often-favoured 
American scripts, performed with near 
faultless accents.  
 
 

YOUTH DRAMA FESTIVAL 
Arthur Cummins reports on another entertaining Youth 
Festival, held on November 6th at East Bridgwater School… 
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This again was a rite of adolescent passage. 
The plot gives scope for twists and 
reversals as shy lad and lass re-enact the 
traumas of unrequited affections, apparent 
rejections and eventual understanding. A 
perennial story that never tires its adult 
listeners because Youth is itself fascinating 
and these plays are perhaps a poignant 
reminder of where  we  went wrong.   
Laura Hamilton, as competent as always 
since her years-ago chorus debut, radiated 
confidence in her first leading part, and 
complemented her experienced co-star, 
Lawrence Morgan, in this 'High-School 
Confidential' style play without musical 
numbers. Other members of the company 
gave fine performances as peer group, 
parents, teachers (I wish Liz Brown would 
allow the naming of parts, to assist our 
memories of 'who played what'). As usual 
from SGYT, this is a serious play with 
meaningful content, performed also as 
usual, with meticulous focus and 
unflagging energy. With drama this good, 
who needs humour? 

Overall, the adult technical crews gave a 
good account of themselves; lighting, 
staging and incidental music and sound 
effects were pretty much 'spot on' and as 
intended, added atmosphere without 
intruding upon the performances. But it 
wasn't the adults who were being judged 
this day. 

Time for concluding adjudications and 
again Ben Humphrey took the stage and 
beamed his pleasure at being so well 
entertained. His general assessment of the 
two latest plays was no less instructive nor 
harder to bear than were his comments on 
the earlier offerings. He suggested, here 
and there, tricks that could enhance certain 
effects, or would be more likely to get a 
laugh, but no one was left in doubt how 
much they had achieved or how rewarding 

their efforts would be if they continued in 
pursuit of self-improvement. Another short 
interval gave the Adjudicator time to 
contemplate allocation of the awards and 
soon the audience was hushed again to 
attend this nail-biting climax to the day's 
event. 

For Excellence in Endeavour, Merlin 
Theatre Young Company rightly took the 
laurels for successfully overcoming the 
complexities of It Snows, forcing other close 
decisions. 

For Excellence in Interpretation of the 
script adapted from The Arabian Nights and 
for All Round Entertainment, Bradford 
Youth carried off both awards, confirming 
my opinion of their potential, guided as they 
are by their invaluable producer and 
sensitive director. 

The Adjudicator's Special Certificate was 
justly presented to Minehead Youth for 
their convincing mastery of a very complex 
script and narrative with its several themes 
of social relevance and emotionally 
challenging roles in Chatroom. 

But predictably, a cascade of awards went to 
St GregoryYouth Theatre:  Excellence in 
Ensemble Work, Outstanding Cameo 
Performance -Alice Marriott, Outstanding 
Performance In A Leading Role - Laura 
Hamilton and Lawrence Morgan. 

So as the darkness of evening drew in, 
Mervyn Brown thanked everyone who had 
helped make the day so pleasurably 
worthwhile. Actors and supporters bade their 
farewells, and more or less happy, got into 
their vehicles to nudge their ways out of the 
school yard onto gloomy Parkway, which 
only the soggy evening before had been 
brilliant with countless coloured lamps on 
Bridgwater's famous Guy Fawkes Carnival 
floats.       ADC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A capacity audience of 450 were at 
the annual Rose Bowl Awards 
ceremony, held this year at the 
Winter Gardens Pavilion on the sea-
front at Weston-super-Mare, on 17th 
October.   
The seven adjudicators, one of 
whom visited each of 109 entries at 
their home base, between them 
nominated 85 performances, 
representing 55 different companies. 
There were 18 awards made on the 
night, four of which were for groups 
belonging to the SFD: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Best Supporting Performance (Drama) 
Katherine Winter as Trixie Martin in Taunton 
Thespianʼs Daisy Pulls It Off 

Barbara Macrae Award for Best Actress 
(Drama) - Becky Hutt as Tess in Barnstormers 
& MYTʼs Tess of the Durbervilles 

Aardman Animations Award for Best Actor 
(Musical) - Edward Creswick as Jekyll and 
Hyde in  Weston Operaticʼs Jekyll & Hyde 

Evening Post Award for Best Musical 
Production - Pinstripe Productions 
(Bridgwater) for Assassins 

Our congratulations to all of 
them! 
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The Rose Bowl Awards 
 

Who says you need a big stage? Assassins – performed by Pinstripe    
Productions, who won the Rose Bowl for Best Musical Production! 
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The Review 
Roadwater Village Hall 
Monday 1st November 
Adjudicator: Philip de Glanville 
Black Chair Productions, masterminded 
by Ray Eyers, seem to have hit on a 
winning formula.   

Emboldened by the success of last 
year’s The Taming of the Shrew, Ray 
has taken one of Shakespeare’s least 
highly regarded, and probably earliest, 
plays, and stripped it down to the bare 
bones of the story, cut out a lot of 
unnecessary characters, and snipped 
off the rather cobbled-up ‘happy 
ending’, leaving us with the crux of a 
really good (and age-old) story. 

In Ray’s adaptation he plays Proteus 
himself as a barman at Club Milan, 
working alongside his childhood friend 
Valentine (Neil Wilson).  Proteus is 
head-over-heels in love with Julia, the 
Club singer – another superb 
performance from Jen Warwick.  The 
club owner, the Duke (Clive 
Wooldridge), transfers Valentine to 
Club Verona where he now falls in love 
with Sylvia – Club Verona’s singer, 
played by Lynn Gurnett. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proteus is happy to stay behind, but 
when the Duke sends him to Verona to 
help out he too falls for Sylvia and Julia 
is quickly forgotten.  We now have a 
love triangle which Proteus attempts to 
resolve by betraying Valentine (“In love, 
who respects friend?”), but Sylvia sees 
him for the worm he is and rejects him, 
as (finally) does Julia who has followed 
him to Verona, disguised as a boy, and 
now sees Proteus in his true colours.  
The cast was completed by Lynne 
Wooldridge as Lucetta, Julia’s dresser, 
and Jan Saunders-Singer who played 
Speed, the club comic, performing 
Launce’s famous party piece in front of a 
microphone, with his dog Crab as a 
glove puppet – a smashing idea! 
Setting the play in the two clubs with the 
audience sitting at tables, with their 
drinks, around a central acting area 
allowed for plenty of interaction, and the 
whole thing flowed beautifully, aided by 
a very high standard of acting from the 
whole cast.  Their ability to speak 
Shakespeare’s words in a way which 
made perfect sense, and sounded like 
current speech, was quite phenomenal 
and was a revelation to me; suddenly I 
liked amateur Shakespeare again! 

Do catch Black Chair’s next tour if you 
can… they are remarkable! 

The Production 
Ray Eyers, Director 
 
Black Chair …. 
An honest tale speeds best being 
plainly told  (Richard iii) 
 
The Two Gentlemen of Verona  is 
my third adaptation. My first was  
The Bones of Macbeth in 2006, 
performed over five nights in the 
Regal bar in Minehead, with the 
Barnstormers providing all the 
backup needed for a new director 
with an idea that might or might not 
work. Looking back at that 
production, the seedlings of Black 
Chair were just appearing, but fragile 
and uncertain. The idea was there; 
small cast, reduced script, no set, 
and just the basic props. It did show  
me that it was possible, and the 
response was very encouraging.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I remember an audience member 
stopping me in the street and saying, 
“I have seen Macbeth both as a film 
and on stage, but after watching your 
adaptation, I understood it”. Well, 
what more could you ask for?   

A long break followed. It was always 
my intention to do another but I 
needed a push (when it arrived it was 
more of a shove) to do The Taming of 
the Shrew.  The Barnstormers again 
provided support for which I am very 
grateful.   

The choice of play, to me, is all about 
the story.  Every play has one, and in 
my mind Shakespeare tells not only 
great stories, but the characters are 
so complete. ‘Shrew’ was when the 
idea clicked.  A table of props, 
including a pizza box and a few slices 
of corned beef amongst them.  A 
screen at the other end of the hall, to 
make an entrance from, and we were 
ready.  We chose small intimate 
venues, our audience seated at 
tables, a bottle or glass of wine, and 
the action happening around them. 
The very nature of the setting and 
different venues means that no two 
performances are the same and the 
atmosphere in the halls also feel 
different. 

Not having studied Shakespeare at 
school, I respect the text but don't feel 
afraid of it.  This I think helps a great 
deal.  My introduction to his work 
comes through a gentleman, in every 
sense of the word, named Roger 
Grove-Smith, who has been involved.. 

Two Gentlemen 
of Verona     Black Chair 

    On Tour 

 

      Ray Eyers as Proteus 
10   11 C’td after What’s On 
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December 1st–4th 
CARDS ON THE TABLE 
by Agatha Christie, adapted by  
Leslie Darbon 
Civic Players 
Swan Theatre, Yeovil at 7.45pm 
It would seem inappropriate to give 
anything away regarding the plot of this 
enthralling murder mystery. Suffice to say 
that Inspector Battle and the magnificent 
Mrs. Oliver set about trying to find out 
"who done it"!  
Directed by Rachel Butcher  
BOX OFFICE 01935 421772 
Phoebe Rees entry 

December 1st–4th 
SLEEPING BEAUTY 
by Lesley Cookman 
Quantock Players 
Nether Stowey Village Hall at 7.30pm 
Saturday matinee at 2.30pm 
All await Princess Aurora’s birthday when 
a wicked curse placed on her by the evil 
Carabosse may – or may not - happen.  Can 
the Good Fairy save the day? 
Directed by Mike Onions & Mary 
Roberts 
BOX OFFICE : 01278 733197 
Cinderella Trophy entry 

December 1st–4th 
CINDERELLA 
by Anthony Pickering 
Expression Theatre 
Cucklington Village Hall at 7.30pm 
A magical and musical pantomime. Will 
Cinderella make it to the ball? Will she 
meet  her Prince?  You will have to wait 
and see ... 
Directed by Anthony Pickering 
BOX OFFICE 01747 834476 
Cinderella Trophy entry 
SFD Concessions 
 

 

December 3rd-4th  
CHRISTMAS CRACKERS  
Pilton Players  
Pilton Parish Church at 7.30pm 
An evening of festive poetry, readings, 
sketches and a mini-Panto, to celebrate 
Christmas! 
BOX OFFICE: 01749 890239 
SFD Concessions 

December 6th–11th (not 9th) 
ROBIN HOOD 
by Allan Prentice & Bill Tindall  
Roadwater Players 
Roadwater Village Hall at 7.30pm 
England is in tgurmoil.  Robin of Loxley 
returns from the Crusades, seeks his true 
love, recruits a peasant army and battles 
with ther Sherrif of Nottingham in fun-filled 
action. 
Directed by Allan Prentice 
BOX OFFICE : 01984 640296 (daytime) 
Cinderella Trophy entry 
SFD Concessions 

December 9th–18th  
PETER PAN – The Musical 
by Piers Chater-Robinson 
The Merlin Theatre Company 
Merlin Theatre (times vary)  
The Merlin Theatre Company make a 
welcome return this Christmas with this 
classic family favourite. Join us on a magical 
adventure to Neverland where the naughty 
fairies, the ticking crocodiles and the 
shimmering mermaids play… 
Directed by Claudia Pepler Berry 

SFD Concessions 
 

 

 

 
 
December 27th–January 2nd 
ALADDIN 
by David Swann 
Moorlight Theatre Productions 
(formerly Strode Productions) 
Meyer Theatre, Millfield at 7.30pm 
Matinees at 2.30pm 
All the traditional characters – Widow 
Twankey, and her sons Aladdin and Wishee 
Washee, and of course the ‘baddie’ in the 
form of Abanazer who needs the innocence 
of Aladdin to fulfill his dreams, and the 
magic is provided by the Genie and the Slave 
of the Ring.  Fun for all the family. 
Directed by Brian Saunders 
BOX OFFICE : 01458 831317 
www.moorlighttheatreproductions.co.uk 
Cinderella Trophy entry 
SFD Concession 

December 29th–January 2nd 
JACK & THE BEANSTALK 
Frome Amateur Operatic Society 
Frome Memorial Theatre at 7.30pm 
Matinees at 2.30pm 
BOX OFFICE 01373 462795 
www.faos.co.uk 

January 16th–22nd 
SLEEPING BEAUTY 
by Alan P Frayn 
The Wayfarers Pantomime Society 
The Brewhouse, Taunton (times vary) 
A traditional all-time favourite – Princess 
Rose pricks her finger on a spindle and falls 
asleep for 100 years.  Will Prince Alexis find 
her and dispel the bad fairy’s curse with a 
kiss?  
Directed by Brian Epps  
BOX OFFICE:  01823 283244 
Cinderella Trophy entry 
SFD Concessions 
 

January 20th–22nd 
JACK & THE BEANSTALK 
by Limelight Scripts 
Clevedon Comedy Club 
Princes Hall, Clevedon at 7.30pm 
Saturday matinee at 2.30pm 
Clevedon Comedy Club are very welcome new 
members of the SFD this year, but are 
certainly not new to panto.  They have been 
performing them for almost 30 years, and 
have twice won the Rose Bowl. 
Directed by Val Vella  
BOX OFFICE : www.wegottickets.com 
Cinderella Trophy entry 
SFD Concessions 

January 25th–29th 
SNOW WHITE 
by Terry Francis 
Yeovil Amaterur Pantomime Society 
Octagon Theatre, Yeovil at 7.15pm 
Saturday matinee at 12.45 and 4pm 
With special guests, plenty of singing, 
dancing and audience participation there will 
be something for everyone in Yeovil Amateur 
Pantomime Society's version of the classic 
fairy tale Snow White. Who really is the 
fairest in the land???  
Directed by Jennifer Brewer 
BOX OFFICE : 01935 422884 
Cinderella Trophy entry 

January 26th–29th 
ROBINSON CRUSOE 
by Graham Barraclough 
CUDOS 
Victoria Hall, Crewkerne at 7.30pm 
Saturday matinee at 2.30pm 
A traditional panto with all the usual 
suspects and adventure on the high seas, the 
low seas, and the in-betweeny seas. 
Directed by Ann Brolly 
BOX OFFICE 01460 74380 
Cinderella Trophy entry 
SFD Concessions 
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… with our local theatre, The Regal. 
for many years.  He has, for over 
ten years, held play readings in his 
garden during the summer.  We 
have one rehearsal on the Sunday 
before the performance on the 
Friday evening.  We read the play, 
but include essential props. This 
gives the feel of a Shakespeare 
play without the long rehearsal, and 
showed me that Shakespeare 
doesn't have to be formal, or stuffy 
and is indeed very funny.  He would 
cut scenes, and double up 
characters to make things easier.   
I like to think I have moved this on 
one stage further, without losing 
that informal approach to 
Shakespeare's plays. The script 
that I have chosen goes through 
many drafts.  I think The Two 
Gentlemen of Verona was up to 
five. Thank heavens for cut and 
paste!  

It starts with the original, read and 
watched on DVD, and studied, but 
not too much - pick up any one of 
his plays and you will find an 
introduction usually longer than the 
play. This I tend to bypass as it can 
influence what I feel the main 
theme of the play is about: the 
story. That is the key.  And the main 
characters and how they interact 
with each other.   

The main character becomes the 
backbone of the adaptation, and 
who helps or hinders him on his 
way through the story becomes the 
bones and flesh which create the 

finished body of the text.  The first 
draft is printed off and we meet to 
read through, then the re-write 
begins. The story of Two Gentlemen 
is a love triangle.  I also wanted to 
include music in this production, so 
the idea of a 'club' came to mind.  
Proteus and Valentine became 
barmen, Julia and Silvia became the  

 
club singers. However, our Silvia can 
play the cello, which again fitted with 
the club scene.  The other 
characters in the play were a mixture 
of other parts.  The Duke, the 
authority figure, was a combination 
of the original Duke and various 
other small parts, including Proteus's 
father and his father’s best friend.   

Our Speed also received some other 
lines from Launce, not to mention 
the dog ‘Crab’, which in all the notes 
about the play seemed to be what 
the audience remember.   

Performing  amongst the audience 
for me is such a buzz; looking into a 
stranger's face across a table and  

 
speaking what to them might seem a 
foreign language but to see them 
nod in agreement, or smile or frown 
is such a thrill.  From a normal stage 
you don't get that.  You may hear a 
laugh, or feel  the silence, but for me 
having someone snarl in your face 
beats that.  This closeness comes at 
a price; nowhere to hide, no lights or 

flats or effects to help convey your 
emotions, just the words, and your 
body language.   

This production also threw up another 
problem; at two venues space was at 
a premium. We had limited the 
number of tickets to the number of 
tables, but we sold out, and since 
people had travelled to see our 
performance on an overcast 
November night, a few more chairs 
were added. This did mean that we 
were unable to move amongst the 
audience as easily as we hoped. 

It would not be fair to write about the 
production without mentioning the 
fantastic cast.  I am lucky that I have 
found a few other actors who share 
my enthusiasm for Shakespeare's 
language. After all, that is all they 
have. 

I have kept a small but committed 
cast. We rehearse twice a week, and 
the play evolves as we rehearse. 
Suddenly the way the words are 
spoken seems to change the whole 
feel of the line. As director I feel it is 
up to me to remember how it was said 
and to make sure it stays like that.  
The audience reaction to the cast also 
varies. The audience too must feel 
exposed and their reaction to us, 
being as close as we are, also gives 
rise to the unexpected.  So far only 
once have I been told out loud to 
“clear off”!  This reaction from the 
audience means that the cast must be 
confident, and that confidence comes 
from the words, your only safety net. 

          Neil Wilson as Valentine and Lynn Gurnett as Sylvia 
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The experience of being up close to 
your audience is not for everyone, 
but if you have that confidence in 
your lines,  yourself, and the other 
cast members, then I have 
discovered that the cast love it. 

One thing I am most proud of is that 
in both our ‘crits’ so far, the 
adjudicators have mentioned that 
the actors have spoken the 
language in a way that showed they 
understood the words. To me that is 
so important; the key to our 
success, and each time I feel that 
Black Chair has grown, things 
remembered, criticism taken.  

The biggest problem when 
performing in amongst the audience 
are the sight lines, and it does feel 
wrong to start with, all your previous 
stage work nagging at you to face  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

front, but we learn to use the space, 
to move, turn, pause - this I think 
helps.  The other lesson learnt is to  
do with props, especially large ones. 
I am trying to avoid 'staging' the play, 
to keep it amongst the audience, to 
keep that closeness, but by adding a 
bar, it became a focal point for the 
audience, and therefore must have 
lighting.  Costumes too are more 
than clothes, and can be used to 
enhance the character, and 
therefore the words.   

With all this in mind I am working on 
our next project, Cymbeline, which 
we are hoping to perform in June 
2011.  We will be taking our play 
further afield this time, so if you 
would like us to come to visit your 
theatre, or hall, please e-mail 
Blackchair1969@ hotmail.co.uk. 

RE 

 

	  

Phoebe  
Rees  

Review  
Swan Theatre Company 
Sextet 
by Michael Pertwee 
Saturday 4th September 
Adjudicator: Lynne Wooldridge 

Phoebe  
Rees  

Reviews  
Ilminster Entertainments Society 
The Rivals 
by Richard Brinsley Sheridan 
Friday 8th October 
Adjudicator: Lynne Wooldridge 

The play is a classic of restoration comedy 
and all of the characters are caricatures who 
address their lines to the audience, and each 
other, in an almost-pantomime style.  Philip 
Wells had succeeded in directing a very 
entertaining version of this play, which was 
true to the spirit and traditions of the piece 
and which pleased a modern audience. 
With the tabs open upon arrival, the 
audience were able to fully appreciate the 
beautifully painted backdrop showing scenes 
of Bath.  Other than that, simple side tabs 
and a fine selection of trunks and cases were 
the only set.  The costume was very good, 
with much of it being hired from 
professional costumiers in Torquay.  
Critically they were well-fitting and the cast 
looked comfortable in them, and wore them 
as if this was their usual attire.   
Eric Beckley played Sir Anthony Absolute 
with a lovely resonant speaking voice and 
great stage presence.  He played the part in a 
suitably bombastic and overbearing manner 
and really conveyed the old fashioned 
chauvinism of the time.  Conan Woodley 
was his son, Captain Absolute.  He captured 
the boyish mischievousness with which the 

son dupes both his father and his secret fiancé 
by pretending to be Ensign Beverley.  The 
feigned obedience he showed his father when 
he realised that the arranged marriage is in 
fact to be with the girl of his own choosing 
was well played.   
Michael Paine played Faulkland, Captain 
Absolute’s friend and jealous suitor to the 
lovely Julia.  Good use of voice, facial 
expression, rapport with the audience and 
stage presence made this a character you 
wanted to see reappear on the stage.  The 
slight speech impediment and dandy peacock 
manner of walking were good affectations for 
the character.   
Marcus Palmer played Acres, a gentleman 
farmer and rival to Captain Absolute in 
courting Lydia Languish.  This actor played 
the buffoonish county gentleman with relish 
and sensitivity.  He was thoroughly likable 
and endearing.  His faint heart was never 
going to win fair lady but the manner in 
which he tried to transform himself into the 
courageous and fashionable suitor was most 
entertaining.   
Dave Goodall was Sir Lucius O’Trigger, the 
Irish gentleman who inadvertently courts Mrs 
Malaprop.  This was a very strong cameo 
performance by a very good actor.  The 
accent and characterisation created a real 
person rather than a caricature.   
Teresa Ravenscroft played Mrs Malaprop and 
was funny in her overbearing attempts to 
control Lydia’s life.  She produced dramatic 
changes of mood rather than playing the role 
constantly at one level.  Her delivery of her 
mistaken utterances were well timed allowing 
the audience to take in, what she meant to 
have said, what she had said and why the 
consequences were funny.   
Lizzie Fenner was Lydia Languish and used a 
nicely affected manner of speech which 
helped her characterisation so that she came 

 
   Proteus and Julia (Jen Warwick) in the final scene from 2GV 
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over as shallow, spoilt, self-centered and 
whining, as well as unrealistically 
romantic.  This was a mature performance 
from a young and relatively inexperienced 
actress.  Sofia Harrington played Julia, the 
more mature and sensible of the two girls.  
Her righteous indignation with Faulkland 
towards the end of the play was well 
played.  She was so practical and pretty it 
was very hard to see what attracted her to 
him apart from a highly developed sense of 
duty.   
The servants were Henry Payne as Fag, 
Tim Glen as David, Philip Wells as the 
Coachman and Scarlett Wells.  Cathy 
Stuckey was Lucy the Maid who was 
conniving and avaricious.  Her shameless 
swindling of her mistress and the various 
suitors was a good mix of mischievousness 
and outright amorality.   
All in all the quality of acting in this 
production was good, and the pace and well 
timed humour kept the audience alert 
despite the fact that this is a long and rather 
alien play today.                                    LW 

Swan Theatre Company 
The Memory of Water 
by Shelagh Stephenson 
Wednesday 17th November 
Adjudicator: Philip de Glanville 

It is great to see the Swan continuing their 
policy of presenting recently-written plays, 
and particularly to note that their audiences 
appear to be so supportive of the work they 
are doing; there were house-full notices up 
for the midweek performance I saw. 
The Memory of Water is a delightful script 
which leaps off the page, full of well-drawn 
characters and very funny one-liners.  I 
don’t think it really is a comedy though 
(despite the fact that it won the Olivier 

Award for Best Comedy in 2000). The 
humour feels like a brittle shell covering up 
the melancholy which pervades the whole 
story.  
The play has a naturalistic style, set in 1996 
when it was written, and concerns three 
sisters who had drifted apart, after what 
seems to have been quite a dysfunctional 
childhood.  The very recent death of their 
mother, Vi, has brought them all back to the 
bedroom of her bungalow in North 
Yorkshire to sort through her belongings and 
to prepare for the funeral.  
This bedroom set was beautifully 
constructed and dressed with very good 
attention to detail, creating a room which 
had got stuck in an earlier life – a symphony 
of pinks, but emotionally cold, and we got 
the impression that this rather summed up 
Mum, at least in her daughters’ eyes. 
The anchor for the story is Mary – the 
middle sister, who is a doctor with an 
interest in memory disorder, played with 
very well-controlled emotion by Karen 
Trevis.  The play has an extra layer of 
difficulty because Vi (Tricia Wood) appears 
at intervals throughout the play to Mary, but 
in the persona of Vi in the early 60’s, when 
Mary was a child. This called for some 
technically difficult lighting which didn’t 
entirely come off, I felt.  
The other two sisters are poles apart – 
Teresa (a superb performance by Jenny 
Hancock), embittered and out of sympathy 
with her husband Frank (Andy Wood – a 
newcomer to the Swan but clearly going to 
be a considerable asset) and Catherine 
(Tanya Ogden) – at 33, the baby of the 
family - whose love-life has been a series of 
disasters, and whose current boyfriend 
dumps her over the phone during the course 
of the play. In fact all three sisters seemed to 
be in difficult relationships – the other 

member of the cast of six was Pete 
Fernandez, playing Mary’s boyfriend Mike, 
who is married and unable to commit to 
leaving his wife who is ill at home.  
The standard of acting from the whole cast 
was very high, and under Lyn Lockyer’s 
sensitive direction the pace of the production 
was excellent, with crackling dialogue, very 
well-held pauses and moving monologues .   
The main set-piece of the first act – the 
sisters dressing up in their mother’s old 
dresses, amidst increasingly hysterical 
laughter - was very well choreographed, and 
Teresa’s drunken scene in the second act 
was quite magnificent, lurching from comic 
to tragic – a tour de force.  I loved it.  
                PdeG 

Taunton Thespians 
& Street Theatre 
Damsels in Distress 
by Alan Ayckbourn 
Thursday 18th November 
Saturday 20th November 
Adjudicator: Philip de Glanville 

This was an interesting idea – Mike Linham 
wanted to involve two groups in a 
collaborative venture, putting on two of the 
plays in the Damsels in Distress trilogy  
which Ayckbourn wrote in 2001 as a way of 
reintroducing a repertory system at the 
Stephen Joseph Theatre.  Ayckbourn’s idea 
was to use the same set, and the same seven 
actors for the whole season, and to perform 
the three plays in rotation. 

Mike chose GamePlan for Taunton 
Thespians and RolePlay for Street Theatre, 
and between them they put on six 
performances at the Tacchi Morris and then 
four at the Strode Theatre the following 
week, playing on alternate nights, with both 
plays being performed on the two Saturdays.  

Though the idea of cross-casting between the 
groups didn’t materialise, for reasons of 
geography, they did use the same lighting, 
sound and set construction teams at each 
venue, and while Mike was responsible for 
the direction of both plays, he worked with an 
assistant director for each group – Ron 
Roberts for GamePlan and Lu Lanfranchi for 
RolePlay. 

Taunton Thespians 
GamePlan 
GamePlan starts out as a surprisingly dark 
comedy;  Lynette Saxon (Karen Kerslake) 
and her 16 year old daughter Sorrel 
(Katherine Dixon) have been abandoned by 
Mr Saxon who ran off with Lynette’s business 
partner when their .com internet company 
went under.  They can no longer afford their 
very smart open-plan Docklands apartment (a 
very good set) and are going to have to move, 
probably somewhere up North, much to 
Sorrel’s dismay.  Mum has taken a job as an 
office cleaner and Sorrel comes up with a 
plan to rescue their dire financial situation by 
advertising herself as a prostitute on 
Lovechicks.co.uk.  She ropes in her school-
friend, Kelly, to help out as a maid (a 
delightful and very funny performance from 
Hayley Watson) and they welcome their first 
client – Leo Tyler, an extraordinarily boring 
middle aged widower played by Dave 
Goodall as an excellent cameo.  The laughs at 
this stage are mainly because of the girls’ 
naiviety, but especially during the off-stage 
sex become frankly a bit uncomfortable, and 
the scene is only saved from being pretty 
distasteful by Sorrel’s discovery of the 
appalling reality of what she is doing – this 
suddenly becomes rather poignant as she 
staggers back on stage hyperventilating and 
gasping: “I can’t do it, I  can’t do it”, with 
Kelly’s sorrowful, and moving, response: “I 
don’t know why you ever thought you could”. 
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I thought this was really rather a promising 
development in the script but then Leo 
drops dead from a heart attack and in Act 2 
the whole tone of the play shifts gear into 
something approaching farce, when the 
girls contrive to get rid of the body, two 
rather inept policemen turn up (Mark 
Dawson and Jane Edwards) and naturally 
assume it is the blissfully unaware Lynette 
who has been advertising her services as 
“Randy Mandy”, and finally Troy (Ben 
Currey) from ‘As It Is’ magazine provides 
a solution to their penury, and a rather pat 
ending, by offering large sums of money 
for Lynette’s story. 
The direction was clearly in safe hands, but 
I felt the pace was rather measured, and 
though the cast did their best and wrung as 
much humour out of this script as they 
could to give us an entertaining evening, 
the style seemed uneven and I really didn’t 
think this was Ayckbourn at his best. 

Street Theatre 
RolePlay 
This was the third play in the trilogy, 
written later that summer and, it seemed to 
me, showed Ayckbourn back on more 
familiar territory and in much better form.  
Set of course in the same gorgeous 
Dockland’s apartment, we meet Justin 
Lazenbury (Edgar Phillips) and his 
girlfriend Julie-Ann (a fine debut 
performance from Eliane Morgan) 
preparing for a dinner party to meet the 
parents.  This was written as a much 
broader comedy than GamePlan, and the 
style is more consistent throughout.  As 
usual with Ayckbourn, we have a victim, in 
the character of Justin, and the humour 
revolves around his growing realisation that 
he is on the verge of commiting himself to 
the wrong girl.  

We quickly realise that Julie-Ann has some 
issues when she becomes quite panicky at 
the discovery that they have only five dessert 
forks for six place-settings and goes off to 
beg/borrow/buy a replacement before the 
guests arrive, leaving the way clear for Paige 
Petite, who drops in (literally) having 
escaped from an abusive relationship and 
climbed out of her appartment window 
several floors above. Her entrance from the 
balcony, battered and dripping wet, was a 
high-point of the production. Amy 
Beckinsale, another debut performance, 
played this very convincingly as the 
complete opposite of Julie-Ann – cool, 
savvy, and with both feet firmly an an 
underworld which Justin finds both utterly 
foreign and fascinating. 

She is quickly found by her ‘minder’ Mickey 
(a very nice performance by Phil Turley) 
complete with a big hand-gun, and, since 
Paige refuses to leave the safety of Justin’s 
apartment, they invite themselves to dinner! 

Then Julie-Ann’s parents arrive –  lovely 
‘big’ detailed performances from Gary 
McKinvern and Di Dean, and we see just 
where Julie-Ann got her neuroses from, 
followed by Justin’s mother, Arabella – a 
quintessential Ayckbourn role, played with 
great delight and enjoyment by Elaine 
Hayne.   
On the whole I felt the production flowed 
beautifully and grew exponentially as each 
character joined the party, leading up to a 
well-engineered and very satisfying 
conclusion.   
The laughs came thick and increasingly fast 
from a very receptive last-night home 
audience at the Strode, and a well-rehearsed 
cast gave us a thoroughly enjoyable evening 
of Ayckbourn back on top form. Great stuff!  

PdeG  

Letters 
 
One Damsel in Distress 
Tony & I went to Strode to see the 
Alan Ayckbourn and thoroughly 
enjoyed the play.  We only went to 
one, as two nights in succession is a 
bit tiring for  us now - especially in 
the colder weather.  It was great to 
see so many friends there, including 
Mike Linham.  I thought it a brilliant 
idea to stage the two plays during 
the one week, and I would have 
liked to see the other play, but anno 
domini and all that!  I am sorry that 
we cannot read the reviews of the 
plays anymore, as I still go to see so 
many of the events, but I am sure 
that the adjudicators have their own 
problems. 

Mary Hobbs 
Yeovil 

Thanks for this, Mary. You will 
be glad to hear that the Phoebe 
Rees Adjudicators have very 
kindly agreed to let us read 
their reviews of the plays they 
have adjudicated, and there are 
five published in this issue of 
Spotlight, including both of the 
plays from Ayckbourn’s 
Damsels in Distress trilogy, 
which Mike Linham directed.  
I am now trying to get a similar 
undertaking from the David 
Beach Panel.        Ed  

Radio Mikes 
 
Any claims for compensation for the 
cost of replacing Channel 69 radio 
microphones and associated equipment 
must be registered by 31st December 
2010. 
The Government announced in 2009 
that the 800MHz band was to be 
cleared and then sold in 2012. As a 
result many radio microphones and 
associated equipment used in village 
halls, theatres and churches will have to 
be replaced. Any that held a valid 
Channel 69 License on 2 February 
2009 and who bought their equipment 
before 30th June 2009 will be able to 
claim a grant towards the cost of 
replacement equipment. 

Claims will only be valid if registered 
between 23rd September and 31st 
December 2010. 
Full details at: 
stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/consultations/pmse
_funding/statement/ 

Eileen Zoers 
Community Council for 

Somerset 
 
I am always happy to publish 
letters from any source which 
might be of interest to Spotlight 
readers, so please keep them 
coming in – thank you.       Ed 
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This space is available for advertising at 
extraordinarily competitive rates – contact 
editor@somersetdrama.org.uk 
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BULLETIN BOARD 

       NEXT MONTH’s SPOTLIGHT on the Web  
ALL ARTICLES/REVIEWS/LETTERS AND STUFF FOR 
THE BULLETIN BOARD TO BE SENT IN GOOD TIME 
FOR COPY DEADLINE – TUESDAY 21st DECEMBER 
Email: editor@somersetdrama.org.uk 
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COSTUMES NEEDED! 
 
Shipham Players are 
putting on a production of 
Aladdin in February and are 
looking for costumes, 
especially for the principal 
characters. 
“Anyone know where we 
can borrow or hire such 
items in the North 
Somerset area?” 
Please contact: 
Rachel Midcalf 
Secretary Shipham Players 
01934 844402 or email: 
rachel@midders.plus.com 


